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Campaign Title: Moving Cups: Micro-Audiences & Messaging  Brand: Chobani  Company(s) Involved: Dstillery, Chobani, Omnicom Media Group  Category: Big Data, Innovation     Summary 
 
Chobani, a premium yogurt brand, is constantly looking to improve their audience brand 
experience. They recently partnered with Dstillery to better understand their consumers' 
preferences and to inform their brand messaging.  Using behavioral and geo-location data 
within a causal inference framework, Dstillery was able to identify the best-performing 
creative choices and to provide an optimization methodology at a micro-segment level to 
impact both brand affinity and purchase results.  The insights can help Chobani better 
connect emotionally with consumers by serving relevant creative to their diverse micro-
audiences. 
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   Marketing Challenge 
 
How often do we wonder if advertising really works and whether advertising can really 
change consumer behavior?  Dstillery hypothesized that we could use big data and 
machine learning in a programmatic environment to capture the differences in how an 
audience reacts to both creative and copy, tapping into the non-obvious data signals that 
pure subjective description cannot capture.   
A core challenge was extending internal causal research on creative optimization and 
micro-segmentation to the real world.  We were not sure if we could extend this research 
to a brand, testing the impact of desktop banner ads on purchase behavior.  In addition, 
we wondered whether we could find a brand that has the ability to run an experiment on 
digital creative. 
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  Methodology 
 
The methodology focused on understanding how individual consumers react to creative 
messaging and discovering the micro-cultures that make up the Chobani brand audience.  
Working with Chobani and Omnicom Media Group, we ran a programmatic campaign with 
the goal of measuring the impact of creative on the purchase of Chobani yogurt cups.  For 
the campaign, we built both an active shopper and a past Chobani purchaser audience, 
using LiveRamp and Kantar Shopcom to facilitate the match of data.  In addition to a run-
of-network audience, these audiences were targeted as campaign segments for a three-
month desktop display campaign.  
Using Kantar Shopcom purchase data, we measured the impact of the campaign on 
purchase behavior across the different creative messaging and also across various micro-
audiences. Micro-audiences are defined as clusters of people who visit certain classes of 
websites (e.g., indicating interest in cars, movies, real estate or sports), or certain classes 
of places (e.g., airports, university campuses, health clubs, stores), and other measurable 
attributes including various third party audiences (e.g., new moms, households with kids, 
millennials). 
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 Creative Execution 
 
For the first month of the programmatic campaign, we ran 5 messages and 6 visuals for a 
total of 30 creatives with one PSA across the three classes of audience segments defined 
above.  The visuals included ‘family of packs,’ ‘lifestyle,’ ‘pack open,’ ‘human,’ ‘logo’ and 
‘two packs.’  The copy included snack: “Take A Break Come Back Better,” daypart: “Meet 
Your New Favorite Afternoon Snack,” delicious: “Dive into Deliciousness,” descriptive: 
“Delicious Greek Yogurt & Exciting Toppings,” and natural: “Enjoy Only Natural 
Ingredients.”  
After one month of delivery, we switched to bolder, less monotone creative, and continued 
the campaign for two more months.  The new creative consisted of 12 varied visuals and 
messaging that emphasized flavors and diet.  The second round of creative resulted in 
greater difference in performance and better performance overall in terms of driving sales.  
Overall, the most effective creatives were those that emphasized natural, real, healthy, 
and premium through the visual and copy.  The least effective were those that 
emphasized sweet, sugar, candy or had weak branding. 

 Business Results 
 
First off, we found that display advertising works!  Even the weakest creative drove sales!  
Second, we found that creative matters, and that micro-audiences respond differently to 
different creative.  Through the creative campaign, we were able to: 

 quantify the sales impact of diverse Chobani creative messages. 
 identify the optimal creative message for unique customer segments. 
 drive a 20% overall lift in offline sales of Chobani products. 
 provide valuable insights to the creative development process based on the unique 

responses of micro-audiences to varied images and messages. 
Chobani has used this data to optimize the imagery and copy in their creative messaging, 
and to target certain high-performing and highly influenced audience segments. 

  


